Obtain from a staff person a computer video cable – HDMI (digital - preferred), or VGA (analog).

➤ Please arrange to have an adapter for your laptop video to connect to HDMI or VGA if you need it.

➤ It may be necessary to adjust the Sound device setting in the laptop Control Panel to get audio to work.

Connect the laptop via a video cable (HDMI preferred) to the wall plate connector below the screen. Audio is automatic with the HDMI connection; if using VGA attach the audio plug to headphone jack and wall plate. Adjust volume on computer, TV control panel, and/or remote (obtain from staff).

➤ Turn the TV On and your computer should automatically display your computer’s desktop. Be sure to set your laptop Display settings to “Duplicate screens”.

The TV can be controlled with it’s front control panel. The symbols are touch-buttons for the controls.

1. Power Off/On toggle
2. Volume: tap - or +

**Not usually needed:** Input (Source set to HDMI1), Home, Enter, Channel.

➤ Red pilot light indicates TV is OFF! It is dark when TV is On.